Magazine features
Petroleum Review Features List 2019
February*

May

•O
 il and gas prospects for
2019

• E&P developments – subsea/ • Bulk storage and terminals
unconventionals/EOR
• Risk management
• Energy policy/legal/finance • North Sea/Atlantic Margin
developments
fields

• Alternative fuels/energy
in transport

• Caspian and Central Asia oil
and gas

• Asia-Pacific market

• I nnovation and new
technologies
• L ow-carbon transition
*MAGAZINE AT IP WEEK
March

June

•S
 eismic technology

• Trading – oil, gas, energy,
carbon, emissions

•G
 eopolitics and energy
security
•O
 il and gas in the Middle
East
April
• L ubricants/fuel additives
• Fuel retailing
•O
 il and gas in Africa

August

November

• Technology/R&D/CCS
• Energy/fuel pricing

• IT/AI/digitalisation/
communications

October

• Russia and neighbouring
states

• Maturing assets/
decommissioning

• Marine sector analysis
• Australasian oil and gas
REVIEW OF EI AWARDS

The magazine for oil and gas professionals

August 2018

Oil and gas sees the light
on upstream project
delivery

Asia-Pacific places
increased focus on LNG

Low-temperature
geothermal potential in
Japan

The magazine for oil and gas professionals

November 2018

Opportunity knocks

Autonomous
vehicles
Will they cut energy use and emissions?

Magazine of the

Magazine of the

Additional topics – Please note that a wide range of extra
topics are covered each month, further to those outlined in
the features list.
Petroleum Review also produces supplements.
Please contact the editorial team for more information
regarding content and production schedules.

We reserve the right to change editorial content.

• European oil and gas

• Power markets

For further information, please contact Editorial:

• Gas developments – LNG/
FLNG/GTL

Kim Jackson, Editor,
e: kjackson@energyinst.org

• Oil and gas in North America
Petroleum Review magazine delivers information on the latest advances, trends and changes throughout the international oil
and gas industry, upstream and downstream
• Published since 1914
• 11 issues per year
• Print circulation 3,900
• Reaches a total of 20,000 members online
• Directly emailed to 3,700 student members

Understanding your
process safety culture

To ensure time for consideration, proposals for editorial
need to be submitted at least two months before the issue
publication.

• H&S/environmental
management

July

Also in this issue:
Uncertain times for
Europe’s tank terminal
sector

Prospects improve on
North Sea developments

December 2018/January 2019

• Refining/petrochemical
developments

Storage safety – leading
from the top

• Energy business
optimisation

September

• Oil and gas in Latin America

Also in this issue:

• M
 ore than a quarter of Energy Institute members read
no other industry magazine, meaning Petroleum Review
offers the only print medium to reach these influential
decision-makers
• Average of two readers per copy, doubling our circulation

Advertising:
Alexander Bassey or Simon Kirby, Energy Institute					

sponsorship@energyinst.org

Advertising:
Alexander Bassey or Simon Kirby, Energy Institute
e: sponsorship@energyinst.org

International Petroleum Week
Annual strategic review of the
future directions for the oil and
gas industry with global analysis
by key influencers, upstream,
downstream and in government.

Re-engineering the oil and gas
operating
models: an industry in transition

A review of International Petroleum

Hosted by

Week 2018

www.ipweek.co.uk

